The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2572
Dark God, the three of them will show up quickly!

This battle is unforgettable in my life…

“Is this the coercion from the Xeon?”

“Hiss!!!”

Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others began to breathe in cold air.

Even though they were far away, they still felt oppressed, as if they were about to squeeze them into an
explosion.
too strong! ! !

This is everyone’s feeling, as if a mountain has been crushed down invisibly, and people are crushed into
mud!

Everyone started to have difficulty breathing.
Everyone realized after the start, they were shocked in a cold sweat.

At the beginning, Chen Kong went to them specifically, but everyone was in retreat and didn’t deal with
it.

Otherwise, Chen Kong’s current strength would belong to all of them.

They must have all been sucked up, leaving only an empty shell.

The most shocking people are Wen Lei.

I saw Chen Kong alone half a month ago, but now I see Chen Kong, he is a “god”.

Great changes!

Absorbing power is indeed the fastest and craziest method to improve!

This is faster than any exercise in the new era!

“This…I believe that he and the master have the power to fight!”

Before, Zoey Lopez was convinced of the power of the Dark God, and felt that Chen Kong could not win
anyway.

Now that Chen Kong appeared, she changed her mind.

It’s too powerful!

“There’s a fight! The weak is dying!!!”

Suddenly, a voice rang out from time to time.

Everyone is Levi Garrison!

But everyone is not surprised that Levi Garrison can say such a thing.

It would be strange if he didn’t say a word!

In the past, Levi Garrison always sang this sentence against everyone…

But as soon as this was said, Zoey Lopez immediately covered Levi Garrison’s mouth…

“It’s me who is weak! Master Chen Kong is strong enough to pick the top three of the gods. …”

Zoey Lopez was afraid of being heard by others, especially Chen Kong.

Isn’t that troublesome?

weak?

Chen Kong is weak?

You can say that everyone present is weak!

But you can’t say that Chen Kong is weak!

If Chen Kong is weak, there will be no strong in the world.

How strong is he?

Still weak?

He is weak, what are these people present?

However, it is indeed weak for Levi Garrison! ! !

He was a little disappointed!

To be exact, I was disappointed!

